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Introduction 
 

The Model Pantry Standard is a description of the expectations for a pantry to meet its mission requirements 
as measured by Meals per Person in Poverty (MPIN) and to ensure the sustainability and viability of the 
organization over time. 
 

This paper lays out the requirements and describes the implementation of those requirements as achievable 
standards that when used will be both to develop a training program between the agency and food bank to 
achieve success and to be a measurement of success.  This paper applies to all pantries, regardless of size and 
operating budget, and will assist all pantries to access their impact in their communities and shift the focus of 
service from doing “what we can” to measuring service against need. 
 

The pantry system has the mission of providing emergency food assistance when the need is critical.  It is a 
system of service, advocacy, community involvement, partnerships and membership in the food bank’s 
distribution system.  Through these relationships the responsibility for emergency food assistance is a shared 
task that provides support in the form of space, volunteers, financial support, and free and low cost food 
supplies.  The need, as we know from experience and statistics is far greater than what is being done now and 
to bridge the gap between what is currently being done to meeting the need for emergency food assistance 
will require the efforts of the entire community. 
 

In general, a model pantry is open three to five days a week and never less than two days a week.  The social 
service system in a community will identify and refer those people they serve to the emergency food pantry 
for a distribution of five to seven days’ worth of basic food requirements within one to three days.  The pantry 
will have a list of food that will be in each emergency food box and will have a strategy to acquire that food 
from multiple sources.  The food provided could come from The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP 
commodities), local donations, donated food from the food bank and produce, supplemented by food 
purchased from the food bank’s Cooperative Purchase Program and local purchases.  To preserve the dignity 
of those in need and to allow them to be part of their system of support, pantries will allow clients to choose 
their food, using basic guidelines contained in Attachment A, Client Choice, where there are several examples 
for setting up the pantry to accommodate the process. 
 

 
 
 
 
  



Leadership & Organization 
 

The leadership in a pantry is critical to ensure the mission of meeting emergency food assistance needs, and 
the sustainability and viability of the pantry are preserved.  Leadership is a shared responsibility between 
those who manage and work in the pantry and the board that oversees the operations.   

In the typical organization of a pantry the tasks define the responsibilities for managing the operation, 
acquiring the food for distribution, raising funds to support the operation, transporting the food from the 
source to the pantry, assisting clients, and maintenance of the facilities and vehicles.  Depending on the size of 
the operations, some involved in the operations will have multiple responsibilities, but care needs to be taken 
to ensure a few are not overburdened, which may cause fatigue and loss of interest. 

Operating a successful food assistance program is hard work and not a one person job. People are needed to 
order the product; pickup, transport, unload and stock the shelves, screen clients and maintain records of 
service; pack the boxes; raise funds; file reports and many other requirements. There should be a Board of 
Directors to oversee the entire operation, a Director for day-to-day operations, and a dedicated group of staff 
or volunteers to assist.  

People and procedures must be in place in order to ensure continuity of service. It is also important for pantry 
and board personnel to know who is responsible for what in the event of an absence of key personnel 
(ordering, pickup, transportation, etc.). 

Leadership must be active and involved in what is occurring now, and have plans for future events and 
operations.  

 

Standard Practices of the Organization 
Various leadership practices are needed to make a positive impact on an organization. Good leadership should 
be responsible for casting a vision, implementing change and planning for the future. Good planning helps 
sustain an organization. Below are some basic recommendations and steps to help guide you to building a 
sustainable organization.  
 
1.  Create a Board of Directors. Board members are responsible for developing the policies, creating programs 
and establishing funding for the organization. The board make up should be a cross section of community 
leaders with a variety of talents and interests (lawyer, doctor, accountant, ministerial association, local 
government and people wanting to feed those in need – passionate). A board should consist of up to 10 to 15 
members depending on the agency size.  
Committees should be created for the board, such as a nominating committee, executive committee, and 
fund-raising committee. You should also choose committee leaders for your board like a chairman, secretary 
and treasurer. Board members should serve a one to three year term. It is also important to design a board 
that wants to help move the organization forward. All Board members should sign a Statement of 
Understanding similar to Attachment B. 
 
2. Obtain IRS 501(c)(3) not-for-profit, tax-exempt status. If you do not have this, you cannot be a member of 
God’s Pantry Food Bank. If a church or other 501(c)(3) organization will accept full legal and financial 
responsibility for the operation of your food pantry (in writing, on letterhead) you may use their 501(c)(3) 
documentation for membership.  
 
3.  Create a Mission Statement that defines the organization. 



A team should be assembled of no more than eight people. Typically this group consists of board members 
and primary staff.  First you want to create a vision and a mission statement.  A vision statement is a short one 
to two sentence statement that expresses where the business would like to be in the future. The mission 
statement should be a paragraph in length and should explain the values and intentions of the food pantry. 
 
4.  Set goals and objectives for the organization and review them every six months. Create a list of short term 
goals. For example the goals could include increasing employees, increasing fundraising efforts or moving into 
a larger building. Short term goals are those that can be accomplished within the first year or two of a five 
year strategic plan. Next create long term goals. These goals are to be met within a five year time period and 
can include implement new operational standards or purchasing a box truck. Long term goals can be 
implemented in phases. Set measurable goals. 

 
5.  Create a five year Strategic Plan. Put your vision and mission statement, short and long term goals and the 
ways to meet these goals together along with a timeline. This information becomes your five year strategic 
plan.    

 
6.  Create a Business Plan to sustain the organization. First you need to describe your business and spell out 
the purpose of your business (Mission Statement). Next describe the skills that are required to provide food 
for clients from ordering to distribution and who should have which skill sets, i.e. pantry staff, volunteers, 
board, etc. Then you want to explain your service and analyze the costs associated with your organization. 
Provide demographics on your potential clients and service area. Next describe how you are going to market 
your organization. Estimate all costs and detail your yearly income and expenses. 

 
7.  Develop an annual budget. Determine the amount of money that your organization has received in the last 
year. This number will be used to represent your expenses that your organization has for planning purposes 
for coming year. Calculate your expenses for the past year for each category like diesel fuel, food, utilities or 
rent and add to these totals based on new initiatives and increased service. Take the total for each category 
and divide it by the number that you came up with that your organization made in the last year. Next you 
need to forecast how much your organization can make in the upcoming year. Next you need to budget for 
the upcoming business year. It is recommended to have a three month reserve in the bank. Attachment C can 
be used as a template for budget planning. 
 
8. Succession Planning. A succession plan is a tool designed to help organizations assess their short-term and 
long-term needs in key areas of expertise and describes the key responsibilities that a replacement person 
needs to know to function for the missing key staff person. A succession plan supports the training, career 
development and leadership capacity of existing employees while planning for current and future staff 
shortages. Focus on positions that directly support your organizational strategic or operational plan, such as 
the executive director position. 
 

Operations and Processes 
A model food assistance program should have measureable goals to support its mission statement. Rather 
than simply pushing food out the door to your clients, it is highly recommended that you provide a variety of 
nutritious product following guidelines such as the USDA’s food pyramid system. The minimum measure we 
use at God’s Pantry Food Bank is a minimum of 50 pounds of food per person living in poverty, per year. The 
number of people living in poverty in the area, agency budget, number of staff and volunteers will assist in 
determining the size of the facility you will need. God’s Pantry Food Bank, Feeding America and local health 
departments require food safe transportation and storage of product. This includes dry, refrigerated and 



frozen. The food industry is moving more in the direction of perishable product. You will need refrigerators 
and freezers and a means to maintain the correct temperature of product during transport that exceeds 30 
minutes from pickup to delivery. We are partnered with food pantries of all sizes. If you are just starting your 
program contact us and we can recommend an existing model facility for you to visit. 

 

Initial Planning (Facility and Equipment) 

The following safe food handling and storage guidelines and practices apply to all food distribution programs 
regardless of size: 
   

1.  Choose a secure storage facility or space with locking doors. The location should be large enough to 
meet your needs with room allowed for growth. Attachment D is an ideal model food pantry layout. 
The storage space must have climate control (heat/air-conditioning), and active pest control measures 
in place. 

2.  Store all grocery products (dry-goods) 6 inches away from walls and 4-6 inches off the floor. Food 
should never be stored on the floor. It is okay to store on pallets. 

3. Freestanding shelves can be used to gain separation spacing or leave space between items and 
walls. 

 4.  Protect product from moisture by selecting a dry, well-ventilated area.  

 5.  Non-food items must be stored separate from food items. 

6.  Perishable food storage – the food industry is moving more and more towards perishable product 
and so is God’s Pantry Food Bank. You will need refrigerators, freezers and coolers to store these 
items. Temperature requirements include dry-goods between 50 to 70 degrees and frozen 0 degrees 
or less and refrigerated items (egg, milk, cheese, etc.) 41 degrees or less. 

7.   Computer and information technology - God’s Pantry Food Bank uses a live, online ordering system 
(Agency Express 3). You will need access to a computer with high-speed internet. Many agencies use a 
computer to screen and track client service. Additionally, there is a world of information on operating a 
food pantry, food drive and other information on the World Wide Web.  

Initial planning (basic operation) 

1.  The pantry should be open at least two days a week. It is recommended that clients receive product 
from the pantry no more than once per month. To work to ensure that your food assistance is being 
offered to those in most need, it is recommended that agencies develop a referral system with the 
different social service agencies in their area, i.e. school Family Resource Centers, churches, food 
stamp office, etc.  The pantry should establish and advertise a standardized schedule of when open.  
Clients can come in during regular pantry hours with no appointment or clients can be referred by 
social service agencies in the community.  

2.  A best practice is to allow clients to have some choice in the food they receive, which will preserve 
their dignity and ensure that they will be able to use the food they receive.  Clients choice is our 
preferred method of operation, but requires more attention paid to setup in order to enhance traffic 
flow and client safety. (See Attachment A)  There are variations to how the pantry is set up and food is 
selected by clients other than Client Choice. A cafeteria style pantry is another way a food pantry can 
be set up. Food can be placed on tables around a large room and as clients walk around volunteers put 
the food items in their bags. At the end clients are able to select their own produce, breads and frozen 
meats.  If this is not possible, then a form of premade boxes can be used. Different setups are needed 
for each. Ideally clients should be able to check in at the front office and then proceed to get their food 



then exit out of another area. The flow of how clients check-in and receive their food is important to 
avoid congestion. 

3.  Agencies may decide for themselves what sort of client eligibility guidelines will be used in 
distributing Food Bank product. Guidelines must be consistent and that primary service is directed to 
needy individuals. The Food Bank encourages agencies to adopt the Federal 130% of poverty Income 
Guidelines as a universal standard. Guidelines concerning distribution of USDA commodity product 
(food items available to eligible food pantry programs through The Emergency Food Assistance 
Program) are not as flexible.  
 
4. Agencies must keep accurate records of individuals or households served. This is critical in the event 
of a product recall.  
 

5.  Ordering product – We use a live online ordering system called Agency Express 2. Product is 
constantly arriving at the food bank and placed in inventory. Someone has to be responsible for 
ordering the product and meeting “order by”, “drop date delivery” requirements. The person ordering 
product must have the knowledge of what to order within the framework of what the pantry food 
needs are and the authority to obligate the agency monetarily for product costs. This person must be 
aware of your online ordering passwords and have been properly oriented in the online ordering 
process. 
 

6.  Whether picking up your order at one of our facilities or drop delivery location, you     will need 
vehicles to transport the food to your site. The majority of our member agencies use their own 
vehicles. Many have pickup trucks, trailers or box vans. It is the food bank’s policy that orders will be 
made accessible to agencies and it is the agency’s responsibility to load their orders onto their 
transportation assets.   If the order can be loaded by forklift onto the agencies  vehicle, the food bank, 
as a courtesy, will load the order using a forklift provided you supervise and accept responsibility in 
case of any damage.  

7.  Stocking Food – Safe food handling and food storage requirements must be met. Product needs to 
be rotated to ensure that the first item in is the first item out and that product is not out of date.  
 

8.  An effective food distribution program obtains product from all possible sources. The food bank 
sources food at the lowest cost possible from Feeding America, donors and vendors and make this 
available through the on-line inventory. It is unlikely that you will find everything you need for your 
food program at the food bank. To stretch your finances and to make the best use of your limited 
resources, the food bank recommends to first shop the food bank, then get the rest of your items 
through local purchases and donations. To keep costs low, the food bank offers both repack and 
salvage product at good savings and produce is always at no cost. 
 
9.  Records and Reports – With the exception of agencies accessing USDA commodities,  we do not 
require any regular reports from your agency. However, we might  periodically ask you for information 
on your food distribution program, or your donors and benefactors might require reports. A best 
practice is that food pantries track the number of people they serve and the poundage they distribute.  
It is recommended that someone in the pantry organization have the responsibility to track this 
information and be able to provide this information on request. 
 

10.  Food Safety – To ensure all food is maintained at appropriate temperatures and that the storage 
space equipment is in good working order, a best practice is to have thermometers in all refrigerators, 
freezers, and dry storage areas.  Temperature checks should be checked and recorded daily, whenever 
someone is in the pantry and scheduled at least twice a week. Required temperature standards are 



refrigerators ( 41 degrees or lower), freezers (-10 to 0 degrees), dry storage (50 to 70 degrees). An 
example of a temperature chart is attached at Attachment E 
 
11. Operating a food program will generate a lot of trash. Shrink wrap, boxes, cardboard, organic waste 
and other items will quickly accumulate. We recommend you have a means to recycle, hopefully for 
cash, compost or to dispose of these items. Accumulated trash is a magnet for pests. 
 
12. Pest Control – Should be done on a regular basis by a licensed company or it can be self-applied. 

 

13.  Crowd Control – Many of our member agencies report that their clients start lining up hours ahead 
of their distribution time. Parking areas fill up and overflow onto roads and highways creating hazards 
to traffic. Clients jostle for position in line, or start a new line. You must have volunteers in place to 
control both situations. Have a parking plan and attendants to guide clients into, and out of your lot. 
You can also adjust your service hours to avoid peak traffic times. Volunteers should monitor client 
queues to ensure clients stay in line and do not cut in front of others.   
 
14. Dealing with confrontations - Everyone wants the frozen turkey, ham, cheese. What  happens, if 
you run out? Most food pantries will eventually have to deal with the problems of growth and service 
to clients. “If you feed them, they will come” and keep on coming. Your food pantry faces the 
limitations of finances, storage space, utility fees, volunteers, allocations, and other problems. You and 
your Board of  Directors will have to decide on limiting the number of households served, or frequency 
of service. In Fayette County we are faced with this problem and limit service to 12 visits a year. Some 
pantries serve every other month. You may have to limit service to 150 households per month, or 150 
households one month and a different 150 the next.  Keep in mind that you are not the free source of 
food for your entire county. It’s not possible.  

 Advocacy 
Why is advocacy important? Advocacy refers to speaking up on behalf of hungry people    and 
communicating their needs to policy-makers, the media and the general public. 
Advocacy works to change the conditions that cause hunger. It could include an effort to shape public 
perception or to effect change that may or may not require changes in the law. 

  
 Why Advocacy: 

 To strengthen public safety net programs. 

 To share expertise with policy-makers. 

 To provide a voice for our clients. 

 To enhance our mission.  
Who Should be an Advocate: 

 Everyone 

 501(C)(3) nonprofits are allowed to advocate and lobby 
How to be an Advocate: 

 Find out who has the influence, what their interests are and how they would align with your 
food pantry. 

 Build relationships, use statistics and facts. 

 Listen, they might have better ideas on how to accomplish your goals. 
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Choice 

 
 
 

Emergency Food Pantry Program 
 
 
 
  



CLIENT’S CHOICE 
 

MISSION 
_ Provide an avenue for clients to make positive choices with confidence 
_ Direct clients toward self-sufficiency 
_ Offer dignity and respect to those we serve 
_ Provide choice of nutritious foods for selection 
_ Avoid food waste and stretch resources 

 
 
 
 
 
WHY CONSIDER CLIENT’S CHOICE 
In surveying clients about their experience in coming to a food pantry, some comments were: 
Q. Could you use what you were given? 
A. Clients almost unanimously wished pantries would let them help determine what they receive. For example, one 
received powdered milk, peanut butter and other staples from WIC, but no one at the pantry ever asked what she needs. 
She received more of the same. What she really needed was meat, 
fruit, pastas and snacks for her children. Most agree that pre-packing the food results in a lot of waste as they are given 
things they will not use or don’t need while there are many things they really do need. 
 
Q. What would you most like to get from the food pantry? 
A. Meat, fresh fruit and vegetables, bread. Versatile things like pasta and potatoes which can be used in a variety of ways 
and helps stretch food as far as possible. More breakfast cereal is often requested. 
 
Q. What do you least want or need that you’ve received from the 
pantry? 
A. Anything that duplicates what they already have. There is a general complaint that pantry staff do not often ask clients 
what foods they have or let them choose food they are given. They end up donating these things to food drives. 
 
Q. What would a “perfect pantry” be? 
A. It would be one that trusted the client to choose his own groceries. Many clients express feelings of helplessness and 
humiliation at not being able to help guide what they or their children would eat. 
 
Q. When you left the pantry with what you’d been given, how did you 
feel? 
A. Though most everyone feels gratitude for the kindness shown them, they also feel sad and humiliated and beaten 
down. 
 
WHY GIVE CLIENTS A ROLE IN SELECTING WHAT FOODS THEY ARE 
GIVEN? 
Food is a very emotional and personal subject tied to fundamental drives of sustenance, pleasure and family love. Food is 
a matter of personal control. Feelings of being in control become increasingly important as people’s lives become more 
challenging. 
Quantities & distasteful varieties of the most nutritious food do little good for those it is intended to help. It is far better for 
clients to be given adequate quantities of even marginally nutritious food that they actually can and do eat. 
Food is not nutritious if they don’t eat it! 
Hungry people are the ones who will suffer the consequences of turning food down. A pantry should not make that 
decision. Clients should be able to choose foods based upon their predetermined need. Letting people make decisions for 
themselves gives them a sense of responsibility and self-esteem which they do not often experience at their current stage 
in life. 

 
 
 

  



 
Suggested Distribution Guidelines 

Family of 1-3 

Canned Vegetables/Fruit/Soup 8 cans 

Pasta/Flour/Rice/Cereal (max of 2)/Milk (max of 1 quart of UHT milk) 7 units 

Canned Meat 1 can 

Peanut butter/dry or canned beans (pork ‘n beans, kidney, black, refried, chili beans, 
garbanzo, northern, etc.) 

2 jars, cans or bags 

Extras 6 items 

Baby food (pre-approved) Up to 15 jars & 1 cereal 

Formula (pre-approved) 2 cans 

Eggs 1 dozen 

Frozen meat 3 packages 

Bread 2 packages/loaves 

Fresh produce Generous – as much as family 
can use 

4/2011   ** all food items are based on availability 

 

Family of 4 - 6 

Canned Vegetables/Fruit/Soup 12 cans 

Pasta/Flour/Rice/Cereal (max of 2)/Milk (max of 1 quart of UHT milk) 8 units 

Canned Meat 2 can 

Peanut butter/dry or canned beans (pork ‘n beans, kidney, black, refried, chili beans, 
garbanzo, northern, etc.) 

3 jars, cans or bags 

Extras 7 items 

Baby food (pre-approved) Up to 15 jars & 1 cereal 

Formula (pre-approved) 2 cans 

Eggs 1 dozen 

Frozen meat 4 packages 

Bread 3 packages/loaves 

Fresh produce Generous – as much as family 
can use 

4/2011   ** all food items are based on availability 

 

Family of 7 or more 

Canned Vegetables/Fruit/Soup 12 cans 

Pasta/Flour/Rice/Cereal (max of 2)/Milk (max of 1 quart of UHT milk) 9 units 

Canned Meat 3 can 

Peanut butter/dry or canned beans (pork ‘n beans, kidney, black, refried, chili beans, 
garbanzo, northern, etc.) 

4 jars, cans or bags 

Extras 8 items 

Baby food (pre-approved) Up to 15 jars & 1 cereal 

Formula (pre-approved) 2 cans 

Eggs 1 dozen 

Frozen meat 5 packages 

Bread 4 packages/loaves 

Fresh produce Generous – as much as family 
can use 

4/2011   ** all food items are based on availability 

  



Attachment B 
Statement of Understanding for Board of Directors 

As a Board Member, I am fully committed to the mission of XXXXXX and am dedicated to 

carrying out its mission. I understand that my duties and responsibilities include the following: 

1. I will attend board meetings, be available for phone consultation and serve on at least 

one committee. If I am not able to meet my obligations as a Board Member, I 

understand that I may be asked to offer my resignation. 

 

2. I take a responsibility to know as much as I can about the organization, its work and 

outreach, and its vision for the future. As part of this, I will volunteer at least four hours 

per year in the food pantry. 

 

3. I will give what is for me as substantial a financial donation as possible to the annual 

fund. 

 

4. With our other Board Members and the assistance of staff, I am responsible for the 

fundraising and friendraising for this organization. 

 

5. I will be an enthusiastic booster and a positive advocate for XXXXXX. 

 

6. I will do all I can to support the staff, and encourage them to grow professionally and 

personally. I will be prepared to assist them whenever it is appropriate. 

 

7. I will bring Six A’s to my board tenure: Ambassador, Advisor, Advocate, Access, 

Affluence and Assistance. 

 

8. Among the boards I serve on, I shall consider my work with XXXXXX to be my most 

important priority, or at least, no lower than a second priority. 

 

 

____________________________      __________ 

Signature        Date  

  



Attachment C 
Income Line Item Budgeted 
 Donation income $xxx 

 Grant income/Government support $xxx 

 Interest income $xxx 

 Gifts in Kind (support services/food) $xxx 

TOTAL INCOME  $xxx 

   

Expenses (personnel & 
office) 

Wages (salary/hourly), contract labor, FICA, Medicare, 
Workmen’s Comp, Medical 

$xxx 

 Advertising $xxx 

 Dues, subscriptions, postage $xxx 

 Fundraising $xxx 

 Office supplies $xxx 

Operating expenses Equipment rental $xxx 

 Food purchases (food bank/local) $xxx 

 Equipment repair $xxx 

Vehicle expenses Fuel $xxx 

 Insurance $xxx 

 Repair & Maintenance $xxx 

 Lease $xxx 

 License & registration $xxx 

Other expenses Miscellaneous $xxx 

 Rainy Day $xxx 

Building expenses Mortgage or rent $xxx 

 Insurance $xxx 

 Contract pest control $xxx 

 Repairs & maintenance $xxx 

 Other repairs $xxx 

Utility expenses Phone $xxx 

 Gas, electric, water, sewer $xxx 

I.T. expenses Hardware $xxx 

 Software and support $xxx 

 Internet $xxx 

TOTAL EXPENSES  $xxx 

TOTAL INCOME  $xxx 

TOTAL BUDGET 
SURPLUS 

 $xxx 

   

 

 



  

Client Service 

Sign-in 

Produce 

Pallet 

Cooler 

Cooler 

Freezer 

Freezer  

Shelves 

or Pallet 

Shelves 

or pallet 

Shelves or 

pallet 

Shelves or 

pallet 

Shelves 

or pallet 

Shelves 

or pallet 

Shelves 

or pallet 

Shelves 

or pallet 

Window 

Window 

Window

  

People doors 

8’ roll up 

MODEL PANTRY STANDARD 

25’ x 25’ Building on a concrete slab 

Attachment  D 



Executive Director Job Description (Sample):  
The Executive Director should be a well organized, dynamic, highly motivated individual 
with outstanding leadership and communication skills willing to serve and meet the needs 
of the needy in the community and to have the vision to advance the mission of the 
organization.  
 
The Executive Director reports directly to the Board of Directors and is responsible for: 
 
1. Managing all aspects of the organization. 
2. Ordering food from the foodbank using the on-line ordering system. 
2. Creating partnerships in the community and to be an advocate of the organization. 
3. Creating a five year strategic plan supported by a vision statement.  
4. Maintain an annual budget for the organization. 
5. Define a workable service area by coordinating with other food pantries in the county. 
6. Determine staffing needs and appropriate pay in order to eliminate staff turnover in the          

 organization and build stability. Create job descriptions for all staff. 
8. Implement staff evaluations. This encourages staff to adhere to the mission of the 
 organization and help move the organization forward. 
9. Create a succession plan for the organization so that there is no interruption during        
 a transition of staff or volunteers. 

 
 

Board of Directors Job Description (Sample): 
A board is primarily responsible for the organization’s mission and operation. The board 
is responsible for making sure the organization is run ethically and legally. 

 
The members of the Board of Directors are responsible for:  
 

1. Overseeing all aspects of the organization. 
2. Attend board meetings. 
3. Hold an office such as President or Secretary. 
4. Serve on a board committee. 
5. Assist in determining the organization’s mission. 
6. Hires the executive director. 
7. Approves the budget. 
8. Makes regular contributions to the organization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Volunteer Job Description (Sample): 
Volunteers are an integral part of every pantry staff and can participate in any functions within 
the pantry.  
 
The volunteers can be responsible for: 
 

1. Welcoming clients and signing them in. 
2. Determine set-up and flow of the pantry operation. 
3. Stocks the shelves. 
4. Prepare food boxes for distribution to clients. 
5. Help clients carry items out to their cars. 
6. Help clients through the selection process of choosing food. 
7. Check temperatures on refrigerators/freezers daily.  

 
 
 
 
  



Attachment E 
TEMPERATURE RECORDING LOG 

 
Agency name ______________________________________ 
 
Storage type (circle)      Dry Storage Area       Refrigerator      Freezer 
Recommended Temperature Ranges: 
 Dry Storage 50 to 70 degrees F 
 Refrigerator 35 to 45 degrees F 
 Freezers -10 to 0 degrees F 
For the month of ___________________________ 

Day Temperature Initials  Day Temperature Initials 

1    17   

2    18   

3    19   

4    20   

5    21   

6    22   

7    23   

8    24   

9    25   

10    26   

11    27   

12    28   

13    29   

14    30   

15    31   

16       



 


